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 The year 1979 was crucial for Muslims in general and Arabs in particular 

due to three events: the Iranian Revolution, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, 

and the Siege of Mecca.  These three, seemingly unrelated, events proved in 

retrospect to be portents of things to come.  

 By 1979, the Cold War was thirty-five years old, and the Middle East had 

proven to be a crucial battleground in this chess-match between the 

superpowers. The United States and Soviet Union both tried to lure Arab 

countries into their “spheres of influence” by offering both carrots (massive 

economic and military aid) and sticks (threatening to support one’s rivals with 

massive economic and military aid).  As Yezid Sayigh and Avi Shlaim make 

clear, the Third World in general, and the Middle East in particular, was the arena 

where the most important issues of the Cold War played themselves out; as a 

result, it should come as no surprise that both the United States and the Soviet 

Union actively manipulated the political systems, economies, and societies of the 

region’s various countries.1 

 In order to combat purported Soviet expansion, the United States actively 

undermined any indigenous political or social movements that appeared 

communistic or socialist; unfortunately, this often meant that the United States 

undermined nationalist organizations that were merely opposed to the ruling 

party (most often, U.S. proxies) but were not specifically communist or socialist.  

A good example of this is the situation in Iran from 1953 to 1979.  Following the 

                                                        
1 Yezid Sayigh and Avi Shlaim, ed., The Cold War and the Middle East (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1997), 7. 
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U.S.-backed coup, which overthrew the democratically elected Iranian Prime 

Minister, Mohammad Mossadegh, the Shah began repressing democratic 

political parties.  The one avenue of expression left open were the mosques, 

which became hotbeds of anti-Shah attitudes during the 1960s and 1970s.  This 

in turn created the conditions that made possible his overthrow in 1979. 

 A similar situation appeared in Saudi Arabia, which was much less 

cosmopolitan and secular than Iran during the 1950s, 60s, and 70s but was 

nonetheless also an important U.S. ally in the region.  The Saudi ruling family, 

the al-Sauds, ruthlessly repressed any political dissent; they remained (and 

remain) in power by cultivating close ties the country’s religious establishment. 

Functionally, this means that Saudi Arabia’s conservative religious clerics wield 

enormous political and cultural influence in exchange for their support of the 

Saudi royal family’s claim to political legitimacy.  As a result, the Saudi royal 

family was one of the most generous supporters of the mujahedeen in 

Afghanistan. 

 

 


